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FILE _ 

Ms. Jo Ann Horton 
4122 Marlowe 
Houston. Texas 77005 

Dear Ms. Horton, 

) represc:nt Chili Appreciation Society International, Inc., "CASI'" As part of its 
activities, CASI has promulgated rules and has developed scoresheets for use in chili 
cookoff contests. These rules and scoresheets are the subject of a United States copy
right. 

It has come to my attention that you have distributed these copyrighted CASI 
materials in packages to chili cookoff organizers. You may continue to do so, but 
please be advised that this permission is not unlimited. 

Specifically, CASI asks that you agree to distribute these materials only to persons 
who have indicated to you that they are participating or intend to participate in CASI
sanctioned events. Additionally, CASI requests that you mark all copies with a proper 
copyright notice. In case this has not already been done for copies in your possession, 
CASI asks that you mark them as follows: 

©I9 , Chili Appreciation Society International, Inc. 

We appreciate your cooperation, and wish to continue to benefit your organization 
with our own support and cooperation. Please let me know if you have any questions 
about the above. If you so agree, please indicate by signing and returning a copy of 
this letter to' me at the above address. Otherwise, we will have no choice but to 
consider unauthorized copying and distributing to be in vio.lation of our copyright. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Livingston 

1 agree to the above pertaining to my use of materials covered by CASI copyright. 

Signed: _ Date:
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